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ORE, Md. (Au
ugust 3, 2017
7) –Recognizzing that adm
ministrativee health caree databases ccan
BALTIMO
be a valu
uable, yet challenging, to
ool in the nation’s ongoi ng pursuit o
of personalizzed medicinee,
statisticiaans Liangyuaan Hu and Madhu
M
Mazumdar of thee Icahn Schoo
ol of Medicine at Mountt
Sinai havve developed
d advanced statistical
s
modeling and analytic too
ols that can m
make health
h
care and medical datta more meaaningful. Hu will presentt their findin
ngs August 3 at the 2017
7
Joint Stattistical Meettings (JSM) in Baltimore,, Md.
The availability of larrge electronic health reccords is prom
mising for medical discovvery and effforts
to develo
op individualized treatm
ments. “Powe
erful statisticcal analyses and results from these
records and
a databases can be the foundation on which iinformed meedical questtions are askked
and decissions are maade,” notes Hu.
H
For exam
mple, doctorss seeking to provide opttimal treatm
ment for high
h-risk cancer patients cou
uld
consider multiple rad
dical prostattectomy (RP) or radiotheerapy (RT) m
modalities. But, since it iss
t conduct randomized controlled
c
trrials that woould yield qu
uality resultss comparing RP
difficult to
to RT for long-term survival
s
amo
ong such a hiigh-risk grouup, physician
ns are limited
d to the
available
e data that caan help them
m make preccise, custom
mized decisions. “Therefo
ore, finding
evidence
e using statisstical tools frrom large, re
epresentativve national d
databases is crucial to inform
such critiical medical decisions,” says Hu.
Demonsttrating with a case studyy in chronic diseases,
d
Huu will show cchallenges tyypically
associate
ed with draw
wing inferencces from ele
ectronic heallth records aand administtrative
database
es. Limitation
ns such as uncontrolled data collecttion settings, practice vaariation amo
ong
physician
ns and missin
ng data can lead to false
e conclusion s, if not addressed prop
perly by rigorrous
statisticaal methods. Their
T
metho
ods leverage machine leaarning and flexible modeels to draw vvalid
inference
e using electtronic health
h records sam
mpled from a representtative populaation and reflect
outcome
e from actual clinical practice.
“In clinical prediction
n studies, we
e show that combining sstrengths of nonparameetric algorithms
pment of a d ata-driven aand reproduccible tool that
and parametric models leads to the develop
will not only
o generatte immediate
e public health impact, bbut also advvance develo
opments in
statisticaal methodolo
ogy pertainin
ng to drawin
ng valid and useful inform
mation from
m vast data
sources,”” concludes Hu.

Media can attend JSM for FREE, but must pre-register by emailing Jill Talley, ASA public
relations manager, at jill@amstat.org.
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About JSM 2017
JSM 2017 is the largest gathering of statisticians and data scientists in the world, taking place
July 29–August 3, 2017, in Baltimore. Occurring annually since 1974, JSM is a joint effort of the
American Statistical Association, International Biometric Society (ENAR and WNAR), Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, Statistical Society of Canada, International Chinese Statistical
Association, International Indian Statistical Association, Korean International Statistical Society,
International Society for Bayesian Analysis, Royal Statistical Society and International Statistical
Institute. JSM activities include oral presentations, panel sessions, poster presentations,
professional development courses, an exhibit hall, a career service, society and section business
meetings, committee meetings, social activities and networking opportunities.
About the American Statistical Association
The ASA is the world’s largest community of statisticians and the oldest continuously operating
professional science society in the United States. Its members serve in industry, government
and academia in more than 90 countries, advancing research and promoting sound statistical
practice to inform public policy and improve human welfare. For additional information, please
visit the ASA website at www.amstat.org.
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